Funder America (FAI) is one of the oldest, largest, and most diversified panel manufacturers in North America. Since 1973, Funder has been delivering American standards of quality to the world. FAI is one of the fastest growing companies in the world and its products are featured on projects throughout the United States.

Headquartered in Mocksville, North Carolina, Funder has three strategically located facilities. The Mocksville facility includes Funder's exclusive saturation, lamination, full component fabrication, and powder coating facility. In addition, Funder has large volume panel lamination facilities in Hope, Arkansas, and Sebring, Florida.

Whatever your decorative surface needs, Funder has an innovative, cost-effective solution.
Please note that although we go to exacting lengths to insure the best representation of design possible, these are just photographic representations. Please order actual samples before finalizing design decisions.